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Abstrat.

Absolute alibration of polarization data requires a quite detailed

knowledge of many instrumental parameters whose determination is dif-

�ult and quite time onsuming. In partiular, studies of the polarized

Galati emission need absolute alibration. Missing large-sale ompo-

nents in U and Q may inrease or derease the U and Q omponents of

small-sale strutures so that polarized intensities and polarization angles

are strongly a�eted in a omplex way. This is muh more severe than the

e�et of missing large-sale omponents in total intensity measurements.

We use the absolutely alibrated 21-m polarization data obtained with

the Dwingeloo 25-m telesope to alibrate 21-m observations made with

the E�elsberg 100-m telesope. These in turn serve to alibrate synthe-

sis telesope data. Although the alibration sequene works well, more

absolutely alibrated and fully-sampled data with higher sensitivity are

needed to math the requirements of present observations. We outline a

tehnique for reahing this goal with moderate e�ort.

1. Absolute Calibration of the E�elsberg 21-m Galati Plane

Survey

Absolute alibration of the E�elsberg 21-m Galati plane total intensity survey

with about 9:

0

3 angular resolution (Kallas & Reih 1980; Reih et al. 1990,

1997) is ahieved using the absolutely alibrated Stokert 21-m survey with 35

0

angular resolution (Reih 1982; Reih & Reih 1986). The E�elsberg survey

was observed in Galati oordinates, whih is the most eÆient way to use

telesope time. Relative baselines were de�ned by assuming that the emission

at the edges of the maps is zero. Convolving the E�elsberg data to the Stokert

beam and omparing the two maps revealed the missing emission omponent of

the E�elsberg survey, whih was added in a suitable way. The Stokert survey

of the entire northern sky was observed by moving the telesope at three �xed

elevations for a distane of 80

Æ

or 140

Æ

in azimuth. Although a time onsuming

observing method, its advantage is that it provides the most stable baselines

and allows the extration of the ground radiation ontribution to the data. The

Stokert maps are then tied to absolutely alibrated sky-horn measurements.

The E�elsberg 21-m total intensity survey is regularly used to aount for the

missing large-sale strutures of the DRAO 21-m Galati Plane Survey.
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The new E�elsberg 21-m \Medium Galati Latitude Survey" aims to over

all aessible latitudes up to about 20

Æ

. Linear polarization data are obtained

simultaneously with the total intensity data. To minimize the time requirements

maps are observed in Galati oordinates. Typial �eld sizes are up to 10

Æ

or 15

Æ

and are sanned both along the latitude and the longitude diretion

outside of the Galati plane. For the longitude and the latitude sans linear

baselines are subtrated with zero emission de�ned at both ends. The resulting

maps are ombined by minimizing the di�erenes introdued by the default

baseline setting. When possible, absolute alibration is taken from the absolutely

alibrated Dwingeloo polarization data, whih has 0:

Æ

6 angular resolution (Brouw

& Spoelstra 1976). The Dwingeloo survey overs large setions, but not the

entire northern sky. This survey onsists of measurements from single well-

alibrated pointings as desribed by Brouw & Spoelstra (1976). The data are

undersampled { for many areas the position di�erene between the pointings is

several degrees. Maps have been onstruted from the ungridded data in U and

Q (Uyan�ker et al. 1998; F�urst et al. 1999) mathing the E�elsberg maps. The

di�erene between the U and Q maps onstruted from the Dwingeloo data and

the orresponding E�elsberg maps, whih were onvolved to the same angular

resolution, is then added to the E�elsberg map.

These absolutely alibrated U and Q data will be subsequently used to

alibrate the polarization data of the DRAO 21-m survey. Synthesis telesopes

normally de�ne the average of U and Q in the �eld of view as zero.

2. The Need for Absolutely Calibrated Polarization Data

Bek & Hoernes (1996) and Hoernes (1997) have shown the dramati e�et

of adding large-sale total intensity and polarization data from the E�elsberg

telesope to VLA data for the ase of nearby galaxies. Without this ombination

any analysis of multifrequeny synthesis data alone is quite limited or may even

be misleading.

Total intensity soures, outside onfused regions, an usually be quite well

separated from di�use surroundings, and, exept for the unertainty due to

nonlinear gradients in the bakground emission, a good ux density measurement

or other analysis an be made. For a reliable result the intensities of all spatial

strutures up to the soure size must be well represented in the map.

On the other hand, polarization data are observed in Stokes U and Q,

whih an be positive or negative. The polarized intensity, PI is alulated

by: PI = (U

2

+ Q

2

)

0:5

and the polarization angle � from � = 0:5 atan(U=Q).

Looking at the polarized U and Q emission from a disrete extended soure

with a synthesis telesope often shows more �ne-sale struture than is visible

in total intensity. Varying Faraday rotation and hanges in the magneti �eld

orientation within the soure, or beam depolarization e�ets, make the U and

Q strutures more pathy than the total emission, and the fration of missing

ux is usually lower.

The situation, however, is di�erent when looking at Galati emission stru-

tures. While the total intensity emission appears rather smooth at high Gala-

ti latitudes or within the plane towards the antientre diretion, the polarized

emission does not. The main reason is Faraday modulation of the intrinsially
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Figure 1. Polarized intensities observed with the Dwingeloo tele-

sope by Brouw & Spoelstra (1976) along right asension for delination

20

Æ

. The individual measurements are shown by rosses.

polarized di�use bakground emission by small-sale strutures of the interstellar

medium (ISM) within the line of sight. Therefore the observed polarized emis-

sion is generally not orrelated with the total intensity emission, but tells about

the properties of the ISM along the line of sight. High-resolution data from

synthesis telesopes are required to resolve and to investigate these strutures

in detail, but absolute alibration of the polarization data are needed.

However, de�ning the mean of U and Q for the �eld of view equal to zero is

not justi�ed. It is also arbitrary to assume zero emission at the edges of a single-

antenna polarization map. These assumptions lead to an inorret distribution

of polarized intensities and polarization angles. One an easily imagine that

adding any twisted plane in U and Q to a raw image will drastially hange the

polarization result on all sales. This holds both for synthesis and single-antenna

observations, although the missing omponents in the latter ase generally have

larger sales. Variations of the ground radiation omponents limit the size of

maps for single-antenna telesopes, in partiular at low elevations.

3. Present Requirements

The E�elsberg 21-m polarization data have been suessfully orreted with the

Dwingeloo data in many areas, where the Dwingeloo data are not too sparse and

the intensities are suÆiently high. However, in areas where the polarized inten-
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sities are below 100 mK, alibration is sometimes not warranted beause om-

parison of onvolved E�elsberg maps with the Dwingeloo data indiates some

inonsisteny. This is not surprising, beause the mean errors of the Dwingeloo

data are quoted to be about 60 mK (Brouw & Spoelstra 1976). This is muh

larger than the errors of the E�elsberg measurements, whih are about 8 mK at

full resolution and onsiderably lower when onvolved to the Dwingeloo resolu-

tion. Thus there is a need for more sensitive data, whih should ideally be fully

sampled in order to eliminate interpolation. We believe this is not a partiularly

diÆult or time onsuming projet if a 25-m telesope is available. All the dif-

�ulties of performing an absolute alibration an be overome by referring to

the Dwingeloo data. In Fig. 1 we show polarized intensity data at delination

20

Æ

. Pointing a 25-m telesope at that delination and reording the data for

24 h will give a fully sampled data set, whih an be saled to �t the Dwingeloo

san. Sine ground radiation will be onstant an absolute alibration will be ob-

tained. Repeating this proedure at delinations separated by a half-beamwidth

will give the required set of data.
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